Buck-A-Day
“Buck” is colloquial for one US Dollar

Coordinator’s Guide
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IMPORTANT PEOPLE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
TO MAKE BAD A SUCCESS

CEO The BOSS (Director General)

IMPLEMENTERS
Appointed by the Coordinator to make sure all ideas get put in the right
categories.

COORDINATOR
Talented in leadership and organizational skills; manages the program for the
CEO.

BAD LEADERS
Assist the Coordinator; work with employees in their specific work areas.

EMPLOYEES they come up with all the bad ideas.
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SPECIAL GUESTS: THE B.A.D. GUYS
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MODULE ONE

An Overview
Of the BAD Program

©MMXIII SERVICE QUALITY INSTITUTE BAD COORDINATOR GUIDE
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BUCK-A-DAY CONCEPT
The concept behind Buck-A-Day is as follows:
If an organization with 1000 employees decides to try to reduce costs by
$250,000 a year, the work is normally done by staff personnel. This is because
the average individual cannot relate to $250,000, primarily because he or she
has never seen that much money.
However, if an organization with 1000 employees had a revenue of $20 million
and 5% profit which is $1 million, a savings of $250,000 would have the same
impact as increasing revenue by $5 million for around a $25,000 investment in
the BAD.
Fixed costs such as wages and benefits leave little room for reduction.
But, many peripheral expenses, which often are over looked and are thought to
be insignificant, can serve to reduce total costs and increase effectiveness.
The way to achieve these necessary savings is through the creation of a receptive
climate that will involve everyone in a concerted effort.
The climate of cooperation and acceptance that surrounds Buck-A-Day is as
important as the ideas themselves. It is this atmosphere that allows ideas to
become cost – savings realities. The same people who last month may have
ignored requests for cooperation are now enthusiastic and team oriented. Things
get done faster than ever before. Communication on all levels becomes open and
bottlenecks are unplugged.
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A BUCK-A-DAY PROGRAM OPERATION
Buck-A-Day stresses the fact that every employee can help reduce expenses and
improve productivity. Any employee who submits an idea during Buck-A –Day is
rewarded with a Certificate, Pin or stand up picture of BAD GUY and Car.
AWARDS

Stand up picture of BAD GUY in Car

Certificate

Pin
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IT'S A SIMPLE PROGRAM TO RUN
Program operation is deceptively simple. For a week or so before the actual
program begins, a teaser campaign of posters warns employees the BAD guys
are coming. Not until Friday of teaser week do employees learn that the BAD guys
are here.
On the Monday following teaser week, employees are told more about the
program through a series of informal meetings led by their department head or
section supervisor who uses 2 Videos as communication aids provided as part
of the program. Then, one by one, the Supervisor or Team Leader distributes
"BAD IDEA" cards.
REWARDS
To help sustain employee interest after teaser week, there are booster materials:
more posters, a weekly newsletter and scoreboards for comparing the
performance of individual groups or departments. Every employee who
contributes a BAD idea gets a certificate. ………………………………………………
Every subsequent idea earns a button……………………………………………………
Every Friday, names of the week's participants are tossed into a hat and a
random drawing determines that week's SUPER BAD GUY.
.

Interest in the program is maintained and gathers momentum with the
recognition given each participant. Posters, newsletters, awards and the weekly
lottery all help to stimulate participation and reinforce the appreciation shown to
the employees for their cost saving ideas.
THE IMPACT
The immediate impact of the program is in uncovering relatively simple savings,
such as small steps that can cut down on materials or time needed for a
particular activity. The emphasis is on cost saving ideas that can easily be
implemented and have an immediate payoff.
In most cases, the ideas submitted relate directly to the employee's own job.
These can usually be put into effect without a lot of time consuming evaluation.
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Once the employee is effectively motivated to seek out unnecessary paperwork,
expenses, scrap, rework or waste he or she normally doesn't have to roam too far
afield to find it. The idea is to get people to consider each job and ask
themselves: "Is there a better, less expensive way to do it?"
WHY BUCK-A-DAY WORKS
The communications portion of the Buck-A-Day program is light, low key and just
slightly offbeat. It provides a sense of fun and a refreshing change of pace from
the normal work routine. But the message is serious. It was developed by Peter
Drucker (see below) in BUCK-A-DAY and the employee realizes that he or she is
the key to the success of the program and feels justifiably important.
Instead of the normal top down edict (managers to employees, Buck-A-Day is a
bottom up program designed to improve communication, boost morale and
increase cooperation. By focusing on a seemingly modest goal (save a Buck-ADay), the program begins with employee cost reduction ideas. As a result,
managers and others who normally have primary responsibility for eliminating
unnecessary costs are stimulated to pursue major cost improvement objectives
with even greater vigor.
IT CREATES A SENSE OF AWARENESS
Buck-A-Day frequently uncovers important new areas where savings can be
achieved. It also expedites pending decisions on worthwhile cost improvement
projects that have been in limbo for too long. And perhaps best of all, the BAD
campaign gives everyone a sense of awareness about cost reduction that lasts
well beyond the 30 days of program activities.

employees
coordinator
ceo

The employee is the key to
the success of the
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QUESTION/ANSWER
Q: What is an idea campaign?
Employee idea campaigns are month long, bottom up events that ask
everyone to take a fresh look and find ways to improve performance. They
focus on areas that range from quality and cost reduction to customer
satisfaction.
Q: How do campaigns relate to on-going programs?
The campaigns are used as a kick off or as a shot in the arm for a suggestion
program. They can also function as special events for organizations that don't
have formal on going programs.
Q: How many campaigns are there?
There are two campaigns designed for first time use.
Buck- A- Day focuses on reducing costs. The GOOD Idea Campaign focuses on
quality improvement and customer satisfaction.
Q: How big are the savings?
The average ROI for Buck-A-Day is between 5:1 and 10:1.
At some organizations it goes as high as 44:1. And, even though the GOOD
Idea Campaign's normal focus is on quality, Buck-A-Day usually generates
enough cost saving ideas to make it self-funding.
Q: What kind of ideas are we looking for?
Employees are asked for any ideas that will help improve performance.
Primary emphasis is on his or her own work area. Individual ideas may be
simple, but collectively have big impact. Sometimes, employees uncover ideas
for new products, new services and better ways of getting the job done.
Q: How often should the campaigns be run?
At least one month long campaign should be run every year.
To support kaizen many Japanese companies run three or four campaigns
annually.
Q: What participation can we expect?
Voluntary participation usually ranges between 60% and 80%. Many ideas can
be implemented immediately. And, the campaigns boost morale and open
channels of communication.
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Q: Don't we need expensive prizes to get employees to participate?
No. Big cash prizes or expensive merchandise awards promote resentment
not cooperation. Our campaigns gain support through communication,
recognition and by creating a positive team spirit.
Q: Why are campaigns limited to one month?
By having a short, lively event, you create high levels of interest and get
maximum participation. Most ideas result in permanent improvements that
continue long after the campaign itself is over.
Q: Who is Service Quality Institute?
We are the global leader in helping organizations keep, build market share
and improve performance of the entire work force by developing a culture of
delivering superior customer service. For more than four decades we have
focused on providing a complete line of learning systems and devices
For more information call:
1-800-548-0538 or 1-952-884-3311 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
Or email: quality@servicequality.com
Skype: ServiceQualityInstitute
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Final Week
of Idea
Gathering

Second Week
of Idea
Gathering

First Week
of Idea
Gathering

Teaser
Week

Pre-Program
Duties

-Remind Committee of
weekly meeting

-Put up poster “Final Week”

-Update Scoreboards

-Remind Committee of
weekly meeting

-Prepare/hang up another
WANTED poster

-Update Scoreboards

-Distribute idea cards to
leaders
-Leaders hold employee
Briefing(distribute idea cards)
-Start awarding certificates
and buttons
-Remind Committee of
weekly meeting

-Notify implementation
Committee of briefing

-Put up tent cards
“Support BAD”
“We need BAD Ideas Now”

-Distribute second issue of
Newsletter

-Distribute first issue of
Newsletter
-Begin daily pickup of
Idea cards
-Hang up WANTED poster
-Put up Streamer

-Place Portal Sign
The BAD Guys are Watching

-Select Implementation
Committee

-Select Assistant coordinators
and BAD Leaders

-Notify BAD leaders of leader
Briefing with memo

Prepare announcement letter

-Prepare roster with teams to
be posted next to scoreboard

-Review Coordinators Guide

-Plan locations for
Communication material

TUESDAY

MONDAY

-Distribute third newsletter

-Put up Poster “Bulls Eye”

- Put up mini BAD Guys

-Put up poster
There’s a little BAD in Everyone

-Prime the Pump

-Have implementation
Committee briefing

-Place stand up figure of
BAD Guy

-Hold third implementation
Committee meeting

-Put up poster
“Get Tough on Costs”
-Prepare/hang another
WANTED poster
-Hold second Committee
Meeting

-Hold first implementation
Committee meeting

-Prepare/hang another
WANTED poster

-Have leader Briefing

-Put up teaser poster
“I WANT YOU”

-Check CEO’s schedule to set
Leader’s Briefing date/time

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY

-Hold drawing for
BAD Guy of the Week
and present award

-Hold drawing for
BAD Guy of the Week
and present award
-Begin preparing third
Newsletter

-Start preparing second
newsletter

-Hold drawing for BAD Guy
of the week and present
award.

Put up scoreboard and roster

-Put up Banner “BAD
Means Save a Buck-a-Day”
-Send Memo from CEO to
leaders
-Finish first newsletter

BAD CAMPAIGN – CALENDAR OF EVENTS

-Update Scoreboard with
Final results
-Send acknowledgement
Letter (or place as front page
of the final newsletter)
-Prepare and distribute final
Newsletter (optional)
-Summarize program
statistics With SQI

POST
PROGRAM

Interest
To set the stage for the campaign we are employing an unusual teaser program
that should arouse everyone's curiosity. Not until the program is announced will
the employees realize that BAD stands for Buck-A-Day.
We want to give the announcement as much impact as possible, so please don't
reveal the meaning of the program until it is formally announced.
The teaser program started on ______, and the program announcement day will
be on__________. We will kick off the program on __________ when each of you
will meet with your team to introduce the concept. By showing the 2 videos
1. Video featuring John Tschohl, Founder and President of Service Quality
Institute.
2. Video “The Bad Guys Are Coming"

Awareness
The idea behind the program is to make the employee aware that he or she can
reduce costs on his or her job. And, by doing so, the employee can help cut costs,
strengthen our competitive position and improve his or her own and everyone
else's job security. During BAD Month, the emphasis is on finding cost reduction
ideas that will have an immediate impact on our expenses. In most cases, there
will be things that the employee can do on his or her own or with just their
supervisor's approval. We don't want to overlook any ideas that are going to help
reduce costs, but the emphasis in the program is on things that have a relatively
quick payoff with little or no capital expenditure.
To help brief your employees on the reasons for the program, we have a video
presentation called “The Bad Guys Are Coming”.
You should use it to show employees in your area what the program is all about
and what they can do to find cost saving ideas on their own jobs. The
presentation only takes a few minutes to run through and should be done right in
the work area

Participation
Our key objective: developing a cost conscious attitude in all our employees.
How to achieve our goal: all of us thinking about our jobs and submitting ideas
for eliminating unnecessary costs.
Ideas that Strengthen Our Company- idea that Create Job Security For You And
Me
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IDEAS that Cut The Costs Of Doing Business
IDEAS that Generate A Continuing Cost Reduction Attitude For Us All.

Recognition
We want to let employees know that their ideas are important. People who
participate will be given recognition and some symbolic awards to show they
have joined the campaign against rising costs.
We will use posters and a weekly newsletter to publicize the program and
individual efforts.
Everyone who submits an idea during Buck A Day will be presented with a
Certificate. For the second and subsequent ideas, employees will receive a
Button.
We would like you to present these awards when the employees turn in their
ideas to you. Remember, the idea behind the program is to encourage
participation, so be as lenient as possible in giving out awards.
.
Everyone who submits an idea that isn't completely ridiculous gets a certificate.
Very important — Nobody gets an award without first submitting an idea.
(Describe your procedure for distributing award materials).In addition, each week
we will hold a drawing from the names of all the people who submitted ideas
during the week for selection of "BAD Guy of the Week". The winner will receive a
stand up red car
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Follow Through
If our experience is similar to other organizations that have used the Buck-A-Day
program, we will find that many of the ideas relate to things that the employees
can do voluntarily on their own jobs to reduce costs. These ideas don't normally
need further review and evaluation. Some ideas will need the approval of other
individuals or departments before they can be implemented.
When you receive the idea card from the employee, be sure to put your
comments on the reverse side and also indicate whose approval is needed
before the idea can be implemented.
If you can estimate the anticipated annual savings from the idea, it would be very
helpful. After I pick up your cards, I'll see that the ideas get reviewed by the
appropriate implementer.
Now, I have prepared a packet of materials for each of you. (Distribute packets).
This material describes your role in the program and includes:
• Your copy of a completed Idea Card (this should be gone over in detail, role
playing the presenting of an idea from an employee to a BAD Leader and
emphasizing the positive reinforcement Leaders can give their group).
• Your BAD Leader's Record score sheet. (Have each Leader's name and
employees in their group listed on this score sheet before the briefing. Be sure
to include the Leader's name in the Team list.)
• Your copies of the 2 Videos: John Tschohl ‘s introduction to Buck-A-Day
and “The Bad Guys Are Coming” presentation for your use when presenting
Buck-A-Day to your employees. (This is a perfect time for you to show your
Leaders how easy it is to brief their employees.)
Tell your Leaders to pick up their supply of certificates, buttons and idea cards
from you early on Kick Off Day.
Do not give out all the idea cards, hold back some cards for distribution later.
After you have reviewed all of the above material, answer any questions and
then close by reading your own BAD idea. If the CEO has prepared an idea card,
he or she should share it with the Leaders at this time.
Finally, pass out idea cards for all the Leaders and ask them to take a few
minutes to think of a Buck-A-Day idea about their own job. They should share
their own idea with their BAD group after showing the Video’s)
Your briefing is finished. Let's make Buck-A-Day fun!
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LEADER’S
GUIDE TO
BAD

BAD means save a Buck A Day. It is a program that gets
everyone involved in the fight against rising costs. Here is how
it works and what you can do to make it effective in your area.

LEADER’S GUIDE TO BAD

Copyright © MMXII Service Quality Institute. All rights reserved. May not be reproduced in any form without permission.

Congratulations!
You’ve been selected to play and important role in the BAD idea
campaign. Your job is to lead the activity in your area and help make
it a worthwhile experience for everyone involved.
The campaign itself lasts only thirty days and is organized so you
don’t have to spend an excess amount of time on it. This booklet
explains what it is all about and what is expected of you.
Basically, you have five responsibilities:
1. Stimulate employee participation.
2. Receive completed BAD idea cards.
3. Present recognition awards.
4. Implement ideas that can be executed immediately at your level.
5. Make recommendations on ideas that cannot be implemented
on your level.

The BAD Concept
Buck-A-Day stresses the fact that every employee can help reduce
expenses and improve productivity. Buck is slang in the U.S.A. for a
dollar. BAD asks the people responsible for the costs to take a fresh
look at how to reduce them. By making BAD Month fun to do and
rewarding employees’ voluntary participation, BAD encourages all
employees to get involved in cost improvement.
If an organization with 1000 employees decided to reduce its costs
by $250,000, that organization’s management staff would normally
be given the responsibility, because most individuals can’t relate to
that much money.
But if those 1000 employees decided that each person should look
for ways to save a dollar a day for each of the 250 working days
in the year, that organization would save $250,000 a year. Almost
any job has a $250 saving potential in or around it. To realize the
potential of these cost savings we need to get people interested
and involved.
That’s what Buck-A-Day is about. Instead of the normal top
administration down approach, BAD Month is a bottom-up program
designed to improve communication, boost morale, increase
cooperation and uncover important areas where improvements can
be achieved.

Purpose of the Campaign
Delivering quality products and services on time at a reasonable
cost is the foundation of every successful business.
Reaching our full potential in these areas requires a contribution
from everyone in the organization.
During the Buck-A-Day campaign we want everyone to take a fresh
look to see if they can come up with at least one idea that will help
reduce costs or improve performance – even if it’s by just a little bit.
Buck-A-Day idea categories:
• Reduce costs.
• Identify recurring problems.
• Improve quality.
• Eliminate delays.
• Generate revenue.

What’s a BAD idea?
Basically, what you are looking for are relatively simple savings.
Small steps that can be taken to cut down on materials or the time
taken for a particular operation. The emphasis is on cost saving
ideas that can be easily implemented and will have an immediate
payoff.
You will find that in most cases, the ideas submitted relate directly
to the employee’s own job and can be put into effect without a lot
of time-consuming evaluation. Once the employee is effectively
motivated to seek out unnecessary paperwork, downtime, expenses,
scrap, rework or waste he or she normally doesn’t have to roam too
far afield to find it.
The idea is to get people to consider each job and then ask
themselves: “Is there a better, less expensive way to do it?”
BAD ideas are everywhere. Here are examples that employees
in other companies have come up with: A person in an assembly
operation suggested that instead of screwing on name plates that
they be attached with epoxy adhesive, thus saving time and six
screws. An assistant in the Personnel Department found a relatively
unused phone extension in his area that could be eliminated. Others
found ways to cut down on packaging costs, equipment rental,
and office supplies.
When the program gets going well everyone develops a realistic,
cost-conscious attitude. Secretaries find ways to reduce mailing
costs, maintenance staff find new ways to save on supplies,
managers cut back on long distance phone calls and improve
internal procedures.
BAD Month is the time for everyone to get tough on costs. It is as
important in office and administrative areas as it is in factory and
assembly operations.

THE FIVE PHASES OF THE BAD PROGRAM
Phase One: Interest – Teaser Week!
Everyone’s curiosity is aroused during this first week with unusual
posters. Don’t reveal the meaning of the program to your employees
until the announcement is made on Friday.
Phase Two: Awareness – Announcement Day
Kick Off Day will be on the Monday following “teaser week.” You
should use the PowerPoint presentation to explain the BAD
program to your employees. To make things easy for you, there is a
brief script you can use. The presentation takes only a few minutes
and can be done right in your own work area. You should give out
BAD idea cards to all employees at this briefing.
Here are some helpful hints about that presentation:
• Be positive.
• Be sure awards for participation are clearly understood.
• Explain the BAD idea card.
• As an example, have your own idea written on an idea card and
read it to employees.

• Let employees know that you are expecting to receive at least
one significant BAD idea from each of them.
• Let them know you welcome as many ideas as they have (one
idea to each card).
Phase Three: Participation
During the next three weeks, you should encourage your employees
to participate in the BAD program by submitting as many ideas as
they can think of. Participation is completely voluntary, but we would
like the percentage of employees participating as high as possible.
Here are some ideas for stimulating participation.
• Record all employees’ names on the BAD Leader’s Record.
Each time they submit an idea, “X” off the appropriate day
indicating when they submitted it. Circle the very first X,
indicating you gave the employee the BAD certificate. (Only one
per employee.) Don’t forget to put your own name on the list.
• Keep a running total of the number of ideas submitted and the
number of employees participating so that the BAD Coordinator
can post that information on the Scoreboard.
• Say “thank you” to an employee when an idea card is received.
• Give the employee another idea card and encourage him/her to
look for more BAD ideas.
Phase Four: Recognition
Recognition is very important in the BAD program. We want to let
employees know that their ideas are important. Here’s how we do that:
• Present a BAD guy certificte to everyone for the first idea they
submit during the BAD program.
• Give a BAD Guy pin for the second and subsequent ideas submitted
during the program.
• Weekly newsletters, a weekly lottery drawing, and BAD Guy

wanted posters prepared by the Coordinator will also enforce
recognition. Here are some hints about this recognition phase:
• Remember, the idea behind the program is to encourage
participation, so be as lenient as possible in giving out awards.
Anyone that submits an idea that isn’t completely ridiculous
gets an award.
• However, nobody gets an award without first submitting an idea.
NO exceptions.
• The best form of recognition is for the employees to see
their ideas acted on. Implement as many ideas as you can
immediately. Get approval for other ideas that don’t require
in-depth analysis. Post copies of an idea card that has been
implemented.
Phase Five: Follow-Through
Some ideas will need the approval of other individuals or departments
before they can be implemented. Your Coordinator will give you
guidelines on what kind of ideas you can implement on your own
and which you should tag as needing review by others.
To be sure there’s enough information available for follow-through
on ideas that require more review, make sure you:
• Put your name, the date and your comments on the reverse
side of the BAD idea card and also indicate whose approval is
needed before the idea can be implemented.
• Check the category of idea (Cost Reduce, Problem Identifier,
Quality Improver, Delay Eliminator, Revenue Generator)

• Asterisk the upper right hand corner of the front of the idea card
if it contains an unusually good idea to enable the Coordinator
to recognize these ideas immediately.
• Do not number the cards.
• Do make a recommendation.
• Be sure to indicate who else needs to review the idea.
• If you’ve implemented the idea, note that on the card.
Avoid telling employees you are not going to implement their
ideas, since even those that may seem inappropriate now may
be usable later. Thank them for their participation.
For the BAD campaign to accomplish its objective, employees
must see that their ideas are being reviewed promptly and,
wherever possible, implemented immediately.

